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Chapter 771: Law Skill—Black Iron Hand of Wealth! Origin Of The Wisdom Demon Crown? 

After sending the monk away, Zhou Zhou turned around and entered the cave abode. Then, he closed 

the door and went straight to the cultivation room. He sat cross-legged on a praying mat and took out a 

crown. 

It was the Wisdom Demon Crown that Ji Yun had given him. 

Zhou Zhou looked at the Wisdom Demon Crown, took a deep breath, and put it on his head. 

A moment later… 

After realizing that there was no reaction from the Wisdom Demon Crown, Zhou Zhou calmly took it 

down. 

"Indeed, the simulated Wisdom Demon Crown can't answer my question." 

"I thought the simulated Wisdom Demon Crown could be used in the Time World." 

Zhou Zhou shook his head. 

If that was the case, the simulated Wisdom Demon Crown could be used infinitely. 

Unfortunately, this bug could not be fixed… 

Then, he took out the simulated Bodhi Supreme and realized that the ability to simulate the Bodhi 

Supreme to increase comprehension could still be used. 

However, it was the same as the simulated Wisdom Demon Crown. 

The simulated Bodhi Supreme could not answer the question either. It did not even have its own 

intelligence. It was just a dead thing. 

Then, he took out the Regal Sage Dao Sword and was pleasantly surprised to discover that its Destiny 

Regal divine artifact law ability could also be used. 

"With Bodhi Supreme and the Regal Sage Dao Sword, I have the ability to double increase my 

comprehension." 

"Coupled with the terrifying difference in time flow between the Time World and the real world, 

"My comprehension of the Lord's Laws will definitely improve quickly!" 

Zhou Zhou's eyes lit up. 

This was the most useful benefit to him at the current stage of the Reincarnation Sacred Palace. 

One had to know that 

promotion energy could be obtained quickly in a short period of time by killing enemies. 
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However, there were very few ways to quickly improve one's comprehension of Lord's Law in a short 

period of time. 

The Book of The God Spirit and the Divine Spark Fragment were one of the few methods that could 

quickly increase a life form's comprehension of nomological laws. 

However, this was useless against Zhou Zhou. 

This was because the path he took was the strongest law in the legends—the path of the Lord's law! 

This path, since ancient times, even though there were countless prodigies, very few life forms had 

walked this supreme path. 

Even most of the God Spirits had never heard of the existence of the Lord's Law. 

Therefore, it was basically impossible for Zhou Zhou to use the Book of The God Spirit and the Divine 

Spark Fragment to improve his comprehension of Lord's Law and become a God through this 

nomological path. 

Currently, he could only rely on himself. 

And now, the appearance of the Reincarnation Sacred Palace gave him the possibility to quickly increase 

his comprehension of the Lord's laws in a short period of time! 

He did not think too much about it. He closed his eyes and activated the Supreme Eye. With the Bodhi 

Supreme in his left hand and the Regal Sage Dao Sword in his right, he began to comprehend the Lord's 

Law contained in the Hand of Wealth. 

An hour later. 

In reality. 

In the study. 

Zhou Zhou suddenly opened his eyes. 

A smile appeared on his face. Then, he waved his right hand and saw Grandpa Mao, who was half the 

height of a person, appear in front of him. 

Right on the heels of that, he waved his right hand again, and a full 100 Black Iron-Tier Mist Cores 

appeared in front of him. 

"I've completely mastered the Lord Talent of the Black Iron-Tier—Hand of Wealth." 

Thick spatial power erupted, forming a spatial passageway with endless suction behind it, directly 

sucking it into the spatial rift. 

Zhou Zhou lamented. 

In the 416 days in the Time World, 

Zhou Zhou did not dare to waste any time. No matter what trouble the outside world caused, he did not 

go out to watch the commotion. 



He stayed in his cultivation cave abode and focused on comprehending the Lord's laws. 

With the terrifying comprehension enhancement brought to him by the Bodhi Supreme and the Regal 

Sage Dao Sword, 

Until the last 10 days, he had finally fully comprehended the Lord's Law contained in the Hand of 

Wealth, and from it, he understood his own Law Skill—Black Iron Hand of Wealth. 

It was the ability he had just used. 

Then, he opened his Lord Talent list and clicked on the Hand of Wealth's Lord Talent, wanting to see 

what changes it had undergone. 

[Lord Talent: Hand of Wealth (Black Iron-Tier) (Nomological Law Enhancement)] 

[Specific Talent Effect One: With the Hand of Wealth in hand, consume the energy in your body and 

scoop it into the Void. You can obtain 100 Black Iron-Tier Mist Cores.] 

[Specific Talent Effect Two: When you and your Subject extract the spoils of war from the corpse, there 

is a 100% chance of obtaining an additional Mist Core equivalent to the corpse's strength realm.] 

Zhou Zhou looked at the obvious change in the Lord Talent of the Wealth Hand and a smile appeared on 

his face. 

Firstly, he could only randomly obtain one to 100 Black Iron-Tier Mist Cores previously. Now, he could 

definitely obtain 100 Black Iron-Tier Mist Cores. 

The Hand of Wealth could only be used once a day previously while there would be no upper limit to its 

usage. 

However, it would consume the Chaotic Origin Energy in his body. 

With the Chaotic Origin Energy in his body, it was not a problem for him to use it one to two thousand 

times a day if he wanted to. 

With this Hand of Wealth, he could earn 200,000 Black Iron-Tier Mist Cores a day, which was the total 

value of two Diamond-Tier Mist Cores. 

However, even if he used it 1,000 to 2,000 times, the benefits were still too low. Zhou Zhou would not 

specially do such manual labor just to obtain some Black Iron-Tier Mist Core. 

Finally, specifically, Talent Effect Two. Originally, when extracting the spoils of war from the corpse, 

there was a 1% chance of obtaining an additional Mist Core equivalent to the strength realm of the 

corpse. Now, it has directly become 100%. 

It seemed that there were not many of them. 

However, he could not underestimate it. 

However, when Zhou Zhou saw that the three words were still at the Black Iron-Tier, his expression 

could not help but turn strange. 

It was actually a Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent? 



Based on the Hand of Wealth's current Talent Stats, Zhou Zhou felt that it was not a problem to evaluate 

it as a Silver and Yellow Gold-Tier Lord Talent. 

It should be the effect of the [Nomological Law Enhancement] at the side, he decided not to think 

anymore about it. 

Let it be as long as it didn't affect his usage. 

"Next, I'll condense another time ticket for another identity and try the effect of the other identity." 

"But before that…" 

"Let's try the effect of the Wisdom Demon Crown first." 

Zhou Zhou flipped his right hand and saw a golden crown appear on it. It was the Wisdom Demon 

Crown. 

Zhou Zhou was about to put it on his head when the Bodhi Supreme's excited voice suddenly appeared 

in his mind. 

"How about giving this to me? As long as you give it to me, I can directly cancel the debt you owe me 

previously." 

"Do you think I'm stupid?" 

The corners of Zhou Zhou's mouth twitched twice. Then, he pointed at the Wisdom Demon Crown. 

"Even though there are restrictions when using this Wisdom Demon Crown, I have a way to ask it four to 

five free questions." 

"As for the debt I owe you, I can pay it off in two days." 

"In that case, why should I give it to you?" 

Bodhi Supreme sneered when he heard that. "This thing has a lot of aftereffects." 

"Are you sure you can handle it?" 

"You know where it came from?" 

Zhou Zhou immediately understood what he meant and asked curiously. 

"There's a crazy soul imprisoned inside, and 'He' was once called—Totberth." 

Bodhi Supreme wanted the Wisdom Demon Crown very much because he did not bargain with Zhou 

Zhou's question. Instead, he directly gave the answer. 

"Totberth, the Wisdom Master God of the Ten Great Master Gods?" 

Zhou Zhou was shocked. 
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Then, Zhou Zhou reacted. "What do you mean by a former soul?" 
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"I can't tell you that, unless you ask me how many questions I can answer." 

"However, I can tell you one thing. This Wisdom Demon Crown is related to a big secret of the Wisdom 

Master God-Tier. If 'He' finds out that the Wisdom Demon Crown is in your hands and you know that 

this is 'His" secret, hehehe…" 

Bodhi Supreme smiled sinisterly. 

"You tricked me?!" 

Zhou Zhou's expression was a little ugly. 

If Bodhi Supreme didn't tell him that this Wisdom Demon Crown was related to the Wisdom Master 

God-Tier, wouldn't he be able to use it normally? Wouldn't he not have to worry about being harmed by 

the Wisdom Master God-Tier? 

After all, Ji Yun had owned the Wisdom Demon Crown for so long and had never seen "His" being 

targeted by the Wisdom Master God-Tier. 

Looking at the way "His" handed the Wisdom Demon Crown to him, "He" probably didn't know that the 

Wisdom Demon Crown was related to the Wisdom Master God-Tier. 

As for Bodhi Supreme, he seemed to have read "His" mind and mocked, 

"Don't tell me you think that as long as you don't know this secret, the Wisdom Master God-Tier won't 

be able to find you?" 

"How can an existence like 'Him' be someone you can infer?" 

"Perhaps one day, 'He' will suddenly want to see this crazy soul that 'He' has sealed and find you. At that 

time, even if 'He' sees that you don't know anything and spares your life, can you guarantee that 'He' 

won't set up any confidentiality measures for you?" 

"To the 10 Master God-Tiers…" 

"Even if it's a supreme agreement, it's not like they don't have the capital to violate or even destroy it." 

Zhou Zhou said nothing. 

He admitted that Bodhi Supreme's words were indeed reasonable. 

"Can I throw it away?" 

Zhou Zhou suddenly realized. 

"Why would you rather throw it away than give it to me?" 

Bodhi Supreme could not help but complain. 

"Isn't giving it to you the same as still being with me?" 

Zhou Zhou asked. 



"Don't worry, I have a unique method to block the Wisdom Master God-Tier from the Wisdom Demon 

Crown." 

Bodhi Supreme said. 

Zhou Zhou thought for a moment and suddenly said with a heavy expression, "But this is the first gift His 

Majesty Ji Yun gave me. He just gave it to me, but I gave it to you. The next time I see His Majesty Ji Yun, 

His Majesty Ji Yun asks me how the Wisdom Demon Crown is doing? Then how should I answer?" 

"Furthermore, Princess Yu Ling is also my good friend. How can I increase the number of gifts her father 

gave me at will?" 

Bodhi Supreme said, "… What do you want?" 

Zhou Zhou tapped the crown with his finger. 

"Give me three answers." 

Bodhi Supreme: "…" 

Bodhi Supreme: "Deal." 

Zhou Zhou immediately felt that it was a pity. 

This guy actually agreed so readily. It seemed like he had bid too little. 

However, there was no reason to go back on his word. Zhou Zhou could only take out the Wisdom 

Demon Crown and hand it to Bodhi Supreme. 

It was unknown what method the Bodhi Supreme had used to make him disappear, but Zhou Zhou felt 

that the other party might also have a storage space. 

However, he didn't ask. Instead, he said seriously, 

"I want to use one question right now." 

"Ask away~" 

Bodhi Supreme said in a good mood. 

"I want to know, with the conditions I have now, how can I comprehend a Lord Law Skill before I reach 

the threshold of becoming a God Spirit?" 

Zhou Zhou said. 

"When I let you walk on the path of the Lord's Law, I knew that you would ask me this question sooner 

or later." 

"This is also the most difficult period for all existences who have walked the path of the Lord's law." 

Bodhi Supreme encouraged. 

Then, its tone suddenly changed. It smiled and said, "But you're much luckier than them." 

"Because… you have me!" 



"On the matter of guiding life forms on the path of becoming a god through the Lord's Law." 

"Other than the best effect of the Supreme Will's personal guidance, 

the only existence second only to 'His' guidance effect is me!" 

"Show me all your Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments." 

Bodhi Supreme said confidently. 

Zhou Zhou looked suspiciously at the Bodhi Supreme in his hand. Then, he followed its request and took 

out all the Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments. He piled them more than a meter high and 

placed them in front of it. 

Bodhi Supreme flew out and spun around the fragment. 

Soon… 

"Found it." 

Bodhi Supreme said. 

The next second, 10 Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments flew out and landed in front of Zhou 

Zhou. 

"Fuse it into a Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent Origin Divine Crystals." 

Bodhi Supreme said. 

Zhou Zhou did as it said. 

In any case, there were only 10 Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments. 

He really didn't lack this. 

"Sure." 

Bodhi Supreme looked at the Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent Origin Divine Crystals that had been 

successfully fused and said in satisfaction. 

"Just integrate this Lord Talent." 

"In the future, focus on comprehending this Lord Talent. After comprehending it, upgrade it and then 

comprehend the upgraded Lord Talent." 

"When you can completely comprehend the Lord Law contained in its Extraordinary-Tier Lord Talent, 

you can rely on the Lord Law Skill you comprehended to become a Lord Law God Spirit." 

Zhou Zhou was a little surprised. 

He immediately took the Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent Origin Divine Crystals and looked at them. 

… 

[Treasure Name: Lord Talent Sphere—King] 



[Treasure Grade: Black Iron-Tier] 

Treasure Effect: After absorbing it, the Lord will have the Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent—King!] 

[Treasure Description: A Lord Talent Sphere purified by the Supreme Will. You can obtain a Yellow Gold-

Tier Lord Talent after absorbing it.] 

[Absorb this Lord Talent Sphere (Black Iron-Tier)?] 

… 

"King? What an easy name." 

This thought flashed across Zhou Zhou's mind. Then, without much thought, he chose to absorb this 

Lord Talent. 

The next second, this Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent Sphere immediately turned into a black light spot and 

surged into his glabella. 

Zhou Zhou closed his eyes. 

A moment later… 

He re-opened his eyes again after some time. 

Then, he immediately opened his Lord's personal information. 

In his Lord Talent column, the ordinary Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent, "King", appeared. 

"The 31st Lord Talent." 

Zhou Zhou said. 

Then, he opened the details of the talent. 

[Lord Talent: King (Black Iron-Tier)] 

[King: As the King of Subjects, you can mark a Subject that belongs to you and control everything they 

have, including but not limited to appearance, bloodline, Skills, weapons, Law Skills, and even illusory 

fate.] 

"The effect of this Lord Talent is actually like this." 

"Controlling everything?" 

Zhou Zhou pondered. 

This did indeed have a hint of a governing Law Skill. 

He thought for a moment, then closed his eyes and activated the king's innate ability. 

The next second, a virtual screen suddenly appeared in his mind. On this virtual screen were countless 

faces of the Blazing Sun Kingdom's Subjects. There were nearly three billion of them. 

From a High-Tier Deity-level like Haros to an ordinary dog… 



They were all included in the King's Lord Talent. 

Zhou Zhou had a feeling. 

As long as he wanted to, he could mark any life form that appeared on this virtual screen. 

He could even replace the marked Subject with a thought. He could even let himself live as the other 

party and inherit everything the other party had. 

"What a terrifying Lord Talent!" 

Zhou Zhou was secretly shocked. 

This was the first time he felt that the Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent could be so strong. 
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He thought for a moment and asked Aliya to call Guo Qiao over. 

Guo Qiao appeared in no time. 

"Greetings, Your Majesty!" Guo Qiao said respectfully. 

Zhou Zhou acknowledged. 

Then, he told Guo Qiao everything about him wanting to mark Guo Qiao and the meaning of this mark. 

"Are you willing?" 

Zhou Zhou asked finally. 

Guo Qiao was one of the few powerful Subjects in his territory who could jump levels and erupt with the 

combat strength of a High-Tier Deity-level Intermediate Grade with the strength of a Low-Tier Deity 

Level Intermediate Grade. 

Even though Chi Xuantian could do this, their abilities overlapped, so Zhou Zhou still chose Guo Qiao. 

"I'm willing!" 

Guo Qiao said without hesitation. 

What was wrong with being marked by his king? 

As a subject of the Dragon Slayer King and a dead loyal subject of Zhou Zhou, he could not wait to offer 

everything he had to Zhou Zhou. 

Coupled with the existence of the Small Resurrection Spell, 

They were not even afraid of death, why would they be afraid of this? 

On the contrary, they were afraid that something would happen to the Lord because he was not strong 

enough. 
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After all, the reason why their territory had the Big and Small Resurrection Spell was because of his 

Majesty. 

If something happened to His Majesty one day, the Big and Small Resurrection Spell would also 

disappear. 

They did not want that future to appear in front of them. 

Zhou Zhou nodded and activated his "King" ability to officially mark Guo Qiao. 

Zhou Zhou immediately felt an extremely obvious connection between the two of them after he marked 

it successfully. 

Through this connection, Zhou Zhou could instantly borrow Guo Qiao's appearance, bloodline, Skills, 

weapons, Law Skills, and even the illusory fate. 

Appearance, Bloodline, Skills, Law Skills, and other things were fine. 

Even if Zhou Zhou borrowed them, it would only be equivalent to him making a temporary copy. Guo 

Qiao could also use them normally and would not be affected. 

However, if it was weapons, energy, energy, mental strength, and other consumption items, 

Zhou Zhou was equivalent to extracting it from Guo Qiao. 

It could be said to be extremely domineering! 

"With my current strength and Guo Qiao's full strength, coupled with the True God-Tier Divine 

Artifacts—Sword Of New Dimension Creation…" 

Zhou Zhou's eyes lit up. 

Under such circumstances, his strength could probably be ranked among the top among the High-Tier 

Deity-level. 

Of course, they were still ants in front of a True God-Tier. 

At the same time, Guo Qiao also felt Zhou Zhou's mark on him. 

However, "His" expression did not change. "He" did not care at all. 

After that, Zhou Zhou did not chat much. After letting Guo Qiao leave, he entered the Time World of the 

Reincarnation Sacred Palace again. 

However, this time, he did not continue the remaining time of the previous tickets. Instead, he spent 

five Yellow Gold-Tier Mist Cores to condense a new Time ticket, which was the identity ticket, the Water 

Spirit Dragon of the Black Abyss Dragon Palace. 

Then, through the passage of time, he spent 100 Legendary-Tier Mist Cores to open a 1:100 time flow 

ratio and entered the Time World. 

He came out helplessly. 



"Why is this Black Abyss Dragon Palace's Water Spirit Dragon's comprehension so poor? To think that it's 

a pure-blooded dragon." 

"When I entered, it was as if I had entered the body of an old man." 

"The comprehension ability to comprehend the Laws has decreased by more than a hundred times…" 

"The sensitivity to laws has also decreased by more than a hundred times…" 

"Most importantly…" 

"This Water Spirit Dragon doesn't have any aptitude for the Lord Laws at all, nor do it have many Lord 

Talents on me. I can't comprehend the Lord Laws at all when I enter the Time World with this body. At 

most, I can comprehend some Water Laws, Heavy Water Laws, and Vortex Laws." 

Zhou Zhou shook his head. 

There was a time that he felt that a high-level bloodline creature like the Dragon Race was a very high-

level existence. 

However, as the level of his Chaos Human Constitution increased, coupled with the appearance of the 

concept of Lord Law aptitude, 

He suddenly realized today that pure-blooded dragons did not seem to be much stronger. 

"In the future, I'll enter time with my main body and comprehend the Lord's Law." 

"The time tickets for other identities don't seem to be of much use to me for the time being…" 

Zhou Zhou thought. 

Of course, it could not be said to be useless. 

When he opened the Time World of the Reincarnation Sacred Palace to the soldiers in his territory to 

use, allowing them to experience the tempering and cultivation of the Time World in a short period of 

time and greatly increase their strength in a short period of time. 

Under such circumstances, the high-quality status randomly obtained from these years' tickets was 

extremely useful to those soldiers with poor aptitude. 

Even those low-quality entrance tickets could allow the soldiers to experience the hardships and 

tribulations of time in the Time World to sharpen their temperament and will. 

Temperament and Resistance! 

It might be useless when his strength was low. 

However, as his strength increased and he even reached the God Spirit level, in the eyes of God Spirits, 

the importance of temperament and Resistance was comparable to potential talent. 

Even Zhou Zhou planned to use an ordinary Time Entry Body to sharpen his temperament and 

Resistance in the Time World when he had nothing to do. 

"Look at the rankings." 



"I helped the two Empire Lords and so many Empire God Spirits today. I should have obtained many 

faction points, right?" 

"I wonder how many rankings I can increase?" 

After Zhou Zhou understood the usage of the Reincarnation Sacred Palace, a ranking appeared in front 

of him. 

He looked at it. 

[Myriad Races Lord faction points ranking] 

[First place: Original Spirit Race—True Lord—500 million faction points!] 

[Second place: Human Race—Lord of The Blazing Sun—379 million faction points!] 

[Second place: Shepherds God Race—Heaven Chasing Lord—2 to 54 million 6,000 faction points!] 

[Fourth place: Chaos Gods Race— Great One Lord—210,000 faction points!] 

[Fifth place: Myriad Spirit Race—Spiritual Venerable Lord—123 million 9,000 faction points!] 

"I'm only in second place?" 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows. 

One had to know that he had obtained a total of 229 million faction points in one day! 

And this actually did not surpass the True Lord and become first on the Myriad Races Ranking? 

"What a fierce True Lord!" 

Zhou Zhou's expression was solemn. 

Could this guy complete one or two Faction Quests in a day? 

However, what he did not know was that just as he was marveling at the strength of the True Lord, the 

other top Lords of the myriad races also called the Lord of The Blazing Sun a big pervert. 

It was not difficult to understand why the True Lord could obtain a large number of faction points in a 

short period of time. 

The foundation of their race was available after all. There were not many restrictions in this event even 

with the restrictions of the Supreme Agreement. 

The Lord of The Blazing Sun was different. 

If not for his performance in the previous event, he was a Lord from a nameless human race! 

Under such circumstances, this guy could actually withstand the pressure of so many top Lords of all 

races and forcefully rush to second place on the rankings! 

What kind of counterattack plot was this?! 
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When the higher-ups behind some Race civilizations heard that the Lord of The Blazing Sun had actually 

suppressed the Lords of many top races and ranked second on the Lord Ranking, they immediately felt 

that the name of the Lord of The Blazing Sun looked dazzling again. 

They even began to feel that the human race was an eyesore to them. 

At the same time, in the hearts of the other Lords of the myriad races who came from ordinary 

backgrounds, the impression given to them by the Lord of The Blazing Sun slowly changed. 

They were all from normal races and had also been suppressed by those top-notch Races. 

It was like everyone came from the same poor place. 

Now that they suddenly heard that a child from their hometown had actually been admitted to Qingbei 

University, the other villagers naturally felt that this was a matter that brought honor to their ancestors. 

At the same time, it gave them a feeling and ambition. 

They felt that there was no need for them to be so afraid of those high-level Bloodline Races while they 

were now also ambitious because they might… be able to achieve what the Lord of The Blazing Sun 

achieved too if they work hard? 

It was right not to debate whether these two thoughts were right or wrong. 

However, this at least allowed these Lords of ordinary races to have the desire to advance again. They 

no longer felt that they were the companions of some high-level Race civilization like before. 

Under such circumstances, the Lord of The Blazing Sun naturally became the role model of these Lords 

of all races who came from ordinary backgrounds. 

Speaking of which, Zhou Zhou looked at the rankings for a while, especially at the name of the True Lord, 

before closing the rankings. 

"I can't slack off." 

Zhou Zhou thought to himself. 

Then, he walked out of the Advance Grade Lord's Paradise and came to the 12th royal treasure vault. 

The royal treasure vault was built by Zhao Changshou and Wen Ya after Zhou Zhou established the 

Blazing Sun Kingdom. 

He had built a total of two treasure vaults. 

The first was the military supplies vault. 

Such treasure vaults were specially used to store and protect military supplies. At the same time, they 

were also used to store military merit exchange resources in the military merit exchange system. 
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The other was the royal treasury. 

The royal treasury was specially used to store and protect Zhou Zhou's personal collections and non-

military-type treasures. 

It could also be said to be Zhou Zhou's personal vault. 

Of course, if it was the most precious treasures, such as the Lord Talent Crystal Fragment, divine 

artifacts, Special Building Blueprints, rare mineral resources, rare gems, and so on, Zhou Zhou would 

keep them close to his King's Treasure Vault. 

… 

After Zhou Zhou arrived at the royal treasury and performed the [Bloodline Verification] at the door, he 

successfully opened the door and walked in. 

After looking around, he quickly found the location of the bloodline Loots of the Spiritual Gu Kingdom 

and the other people of foreign races in the southeast corner. 

Zhou Zhou immediately walked over and realized that most of the Bloodline Loots were all kinds of 

hearts. 

They were contained in a crystal device that isolated air and energy to maintain the vitality of the heart. 

There were more than 100,000 of them. 

Even though most of them were duplicates. 

Zhou Zhou took a glance and quickly discovered that there were more than 100,000 Legendary-Tier 

Advance Grade Ten Thousand Gu Insect Royal Bloodlines inside. 

Seeing this, he did not take it immediately. Instead, he first absorbed and fused all the people of foreign 

race bloodlines that could strengthen his Chaos Human bloodline in the other bloodlines. 

However, it might be because these bloodlines were all Normal bloodlines below the Extraordinary-Tier. 

After Zhou Zhou absorbed it, he realized that he did not let his Chaos Human bloodline break through to 

the Legendary-Tier Elementary Grade. Instead, it remained at the Epic-Tier Advance Grade. 

Zhou Zhou felt helpless. 

Was it so difficult for this Chaos Human bloodline to advance to the Legendary-Tier? 

After fusing dozens of people of foreign race bloodlines, his Chaos Human bloodline actually did not 

move at all? 

He could only pick up the remaining bloodline, the Ten Thousand Gu Insect Royal Bloodline, and begin to 

fuse it. 

He first controlled 10,000 sets of Ten Thousand Gu Insect Royal Bloodline to fuse them. 

Soon, a heart emitting a rich chaotic light appeared in front of Zhou Zhou. 

"What kind of f*cking light pollution bloodline is this?" 



Zhou Zhou complained. 

Then, he looked over. 

[Bloodline Name: Ten Thousand Gu Emperor Clan Bloodline] 

[Bloodline Level: High-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade] 

[Bloodline Effect: After absorbing it, the user can obtain the bloodline of the Ten Thousand Gu Emperor 

Race. After fusing with this bloodline, the user will gradually awaken the bloodline ability of the Ten 

Thousand Gu Emperor Race during their growth.] 

[Prompt One: Fuse 10,000 sets of High-Tier Deity Advance Grade - Ten Thousand Gu Emperor Clan 

bloodline and you can obtain one Master God - Elementary Grade - Ten Thousand Gu God Race 

bloodline!] 

… 

"I can still continue to fuse with the bloodline of the Master God-Tier Elementary Grade Ten Thousand 

Gu God Race." 

"Unfortunately, I only have more than 6,000 portions of the Ten Thousand Gu Insect Royal Bloodline 

left." 

Zhou Zhou looked at the remaining 6,000 portions of the Ten Thousand Gu Insect Royal Bloodline and 

frowned slightly. 

Now that the Spiritual Gu Kingdom was destroyed, it would be difficult to find more descendants of the 

Ten Thousand Gu royal family. 

"I can ask Bodhi Supreme if there are any high-level bloodlines of the Ten Thousand Gu Race left in this 

world." 

"However, using a precious opportunity to dispel my doubts in exchange for a Master God-Tier 

Elementary Grade bloodline… This might not necessarily be a profit." 

Zhou Zhou rubbed his chin. 

He thought for a while and stopped thinking about it. He first fused this Ten Thousand Gu Emperor Clan 

bloodline into his Chaos Human bloodline. 

[You have absorbed one portion of the Ten Thousand Gu Emperor Clan bloodline (High-Tier Deity-level 

Advance Grade)!] 

[Your Chaos Human bloodline has unearthed more potential and advanced to the Legendary-Tier 

bloodline!] 

[Your Six Senses powers have been greatly enhanced!] 

[You have awakened the High-Tier Deity-level Ten Thousand Gu Emperor Race Talent—Emperor of 

Venomous Insects Poison Body!] 



[You have awakened the High-Tier Deity-level Ten Thousand Gu Emperor Race Talent—Emperor of 

Venomous Insects Poison Body!] 

[You have awakened the High-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade Ten Thousand Gu Emperor Clan Talent—

Gu God Affinity!] 

[You have grasped the inheritance of the Ten Thousand Gu royal family's Gu worm, the Ten Thousand 

Gu Holy Scripture (Book Two)!] 

[You have grasped the common sense inheritance of the Ten Thousand Gu Emperor Clan!] 

[You have grasped the secret inheritance of the Ten Thousand Gu King!] 

… 

Zhou Zhou opened the specific information of these abilities and talents. 

… 

[Race Talent Name: Emperor of Venomous Worms Poison Body] 

[Talent Level: High-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade] 

[Talent Description: As a member of the Ten Thousand Gu Emperor Clan, not only are you born good at 

controlling all kinds of Gu worms and even God-Tier Gu worms, you can also accommodate all kinds of 

Gu poison and God-Tier Gu poison. 

As a member of the Ten Thousand Gu Emperor Race, the divine blood surging in your body is the best 

nourishment for the growth of the Gu. 

More than 90% of the Gu in the Endless Heavens could not harm you. 

When you encounter an ownerless Gu, there is a high chance that the Gu will take the initiative to find 

you and yearn to acknowledge you as its master, even if it is already owned. 

Your physical fitness will increase slightly with every Normal Gu poison you absorb. 

Your physical fitness and soul quality will increase greatly with every rare Gu poison you absorb. 

Not only will your physical fitness and soul quality increase greatly with every God-Tier Gu poison you 

absorb, there is even a higher chance of obtaining additional talents.] 

Zhou Zhou looked at this talent and nodded in satisfaction. 

Global Lord: 100% Drop Rate 
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Immortal! 

Zhou Zhou nodded in satisfaction. 

Not bad. As expected of a High-Tier Deity-level Race Talent. 

Just the fact that more than 90% of the Gu in the Endless Heavens could not harm him made him feel 

that it was not a loss. 
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Not to mention the innate abilities of the other Ten Thousand Gu Emperor Races. 

He looked at the other talents. 

… 

[Race Talent Name: Immunity to Toxin] 

[Talent Level: High-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade] 

[Talent Description: As a member of the Ten Thousand Gu Emperor Clan, your resistance to toxins 

exceeds most life forms in the Endless Heavens. You are immune to High-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade 

and any toxins below.] 

… 

[Race Talent Name: Gu God Affinity] 

[Talent Level: High-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade] 

[Talent Description: As a physique owner of the Ten Thousand Gu Emperor Race who is closest to the 

'Gu God', most of the Gu in the world are willing to treat you as their emperor and revere you 

supremely. Not only can you command these Gu without signing a contract, you can even summon the 

Resistance of the Gu God under certain circumstances, allowing a High-Tier Deity-level Divine Gu to 

appear and protect you.] 

[Race Talent Hint: Summoning the protection of the Divine Gu requires consuming the energy in your 

body.] 

If the energy in his body is insufficient, he will not be able to summon the Divine Gu. If the energy is 

exhausted, the Divine Gu will disappear.] 

… 

When Zhou Zhou saw this, the smile on his face deepened. 

There was naturally no need to mention the effect of the High-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade toxin 

immunity. Its practicality could be said to be maxed out. 

The Gu God's affinity was also extremely strong. 

On the surface, it looked like a Passive ability. 

However, when Zhou Zhou looked at it this way, it was a Summoning Skill! 

Moreover, it was a skill that could summon a High-Tier Deity-level existence! So terrifying! 

"As expected of a High-Tier Deity-level Race Talent." 

Zhou Zhou sighed. 

Looking at it this way… 

He had another God-Tier fighter. 



Not bad, not bad. 

As for consuming the energy in his body, he did not have to worry at all. 

He had just marked Guo Qiao. At this moment, it was equivalent to having two energy reserves in his 

body. 

Under such circumstances, it was naturally easy to summon a High-Tier Deity-level Divine Gu. 

Then, he closed his eyes and looked at the illusory purple book in his mind. On the cover of the book 

was a huge black worm eye. 

It was the Ten Thousand Gu Holy Scripture! 

At this moment, it had already automatically unlocked the second volume with Zhou Zhou's Ten 

Thousand Gu Emperor Body. 

The second volume of the Ten Thousand Gu Holy Scripture not only recorded more poison worms, Gu 

worms, Gu control techniques, and some common sense and profound knowledge that needed to be 

understood when making Gu worms. 

Moreover, it also recorded some cultivation methods for God-Tier Gu worms. 

For example, the Fate Gu that could affect fate and create a fated marriage! 

A Nine Revolutions Acacia Gu that could make a woman fall head over heels for him in the blink of an 

eye and wish she could offer herself to him! 

A Longevity Limitless Gu could escape three calamities and five tribulations and extend one's lifespan by 

10,000 years! 

A Heaven's Will Gu could greatly increase his comprehension ability in a short period of time! 

A Defeating God Gu could greatly reduce the enemy's luck! 

A Calamity Extermination Gu could devour lightning tribulation! 

… 

All kinds of magical Gu nurturing methods made the experienced Zhou Zhou envious. 

"There are some God-Tier Gu worms that I can get my subordinates to collect materials to make." 

"However, the other God-Tier Gu should be the exclusive method of the Immortal World's Gu 

cultivators. I'm afraid most of the rare Immortal-Tier materials to make such Gu can only be produced in 

the Immortal World." 

"Unless I master the channel to the Immortal World, I shouldn't be able to make these God Spirit-level 

Gu in a short period of time." 

Zhou Zhou asked curiously. 

However, it was not impossible. 



Be it Chi Xuantian, the Mystic Heaven Lord, or His Majesty Lu Zhen of the Divine Sword Empire, they 

should have grasped the method to go to the Immortal World. 

Zhou Zhou planned to ask tomorrow. 

If he could forge some top-grade God Spirit-Tier Gu worms in the Ten Thousand Gu Holy Scripture, he 

would have a few more trump cards. 

After upgrading his bloodline, Zhou Zhou went to Flower Sword Immortal's residence and found "Him". 

… 

"Are you going to revive Brother Luo now?" Flower Sword Immortal stood up excitedly. 

"Senior Flower Sword Immortal, come with me." 

Zhou Zhou nodded and smiled. 

Then, he brought "Him" to The Shelter of the Goddess of Life. 

… 

In the shelter. 

The man and the Sword Immortal quickly found Carol Moeli, who was praying. After she finished 

praying, Zhou Zhou called her over. 

"Your Majesty could have just called me over when you arrived. Why wait so long for me to finish my 

prayers?" Carol Moeli was embarrassed. 

"I respect your faith." 

Zhou Zhou shook his head and did not say anything else. He told her about wanting to revive Tri-Talent 

Sword Immortal. 

"The Tri-Talent Sword Immortal is a Low-Tier Deity Level Intermediate Grade human God Spirit. I can 

revive "Him"." Carol Moeli smiled as she said. 

These words made Flower Sword Immortal extremely excited. 

Carol Moeli looked at "Him" strangely, but she didn't say anything. 

Then, Carol Moeli brought the two of them to the statue of the Goddess of Life. 

Zhou Zhou looked at the statue of the Goddess of Life that looked intimate and gentle. 

He was grateful to this God. It would probably be a long time before he knew that his "heart" had gone 

the wrong way if not for "Him". 

Now, not only had he avoided the wrong path, he had also comprehended a Lord-type Law Skill that was 

enough to become a Lord-type God Spirit! 

This was all partly because of this God. 



"Your Majesty, please give me 50 Holy Spirit-Tier Faith Divine Crystals and the Tri-Talent Sword 

Immortal's divine items." 

At this moment… 

Carol Moeli's voice came. 

Zhou Zhou came back to his senses. "A Low-Tier Deity Level Intermediate Grade God Spirit requires 50 

Holy Spirit-Tier Faith Divine Crystals to revive. What about Low-Tier Deity Level Advance Grade God 

Spirits?" He asked curiously as he handed her 50 Holy Spirit-Tier Faith Divine Crystals. 

"100 Faith Divine Crystals." 

"A Mid-Tier Deity-level Elementary Grade God Spirit would require 200 Holy Spirit-Tier Faith Divine 

Crystals, a Mid-Tier Deity-level Intermediate Grade God Spirit would require 500 Holy Spirit-Tier Faith 

Divine Crystals, and a Mid-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade God Spirit would require 1,000 Faith Divine 

Crystals." 

"High-Tier Deity-level Elementary Grade God Spirits would require 2,000 Holy Spirit-Tier Faith Divine 

Crystals, High-Tier Deity-level Intermediate Grade God Spirits would require 5,000 Holy Spirit-Tier Faith 

Divine Crystals, and High-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade Advance Grade God Spirits would require 

10,000 life form Faith Divine Crystals." Carol Moeli replied. 

Zhou Zhou's mouth fell open. 

Resurrecting a High-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade actually required so many Faith Divine Crystals? 

Zhou Zhou exclaimed in his heart. 

Originally, he had used a day to obtain hundreds of Holy Spirit-Tier Faith Divine Crystals and felt that he 

was already quite 'rich'. 

Only now did he know that the Holy Spirit-Tier Faith Divine Crystals in his hands were actually not 

enough to revive a High-Tier Deity-level Elementary Grade God Spirit. 

I have to expand the scale of my war in order to obtain more Holy Spirit-Tier Faith Divine Crystals! 

After Zhou Zhou came back to his senses, he thought to himself. 

Only by expanding the scale of the war and killing more and more fog monsters could more Holy Spirit-

Tier Faith Divine Crystals drop under the huge number of fog monsters. 

The number of Holy Spirit-Tier Faith Divine Crystals had been increasing in the past few days, which 

indeed proved this point. 

Global Lord: 100% Drop Rate 
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Then, Carol Moeli came in front of the Flower Sword Immortal. 

"Do you have the divinity item of the Tri-Elements Sword Immortal?" 

"In your cultivation language, it's an item nurtured by "His" magic power?" 
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She asked. 

"Yes!" 

Flower Sword Immortal was stunned previously but "He" hurriedly began to search "His" Spatial Ring 

and took out a jade pendant. 

"This is the Soul Accumulating Immortal Jade given to me by Brother Luo. It was nurtured by Brother Luo 

for many years and was given to me later. Is that okay?" 

Flower Sword Immortal said nervously. 

"Sure." 

Carol Moeli sized up the Soul Accumulating Immortal Jade and nodded. Then, she turned around and 

went to the bed made of the divine tree specially used for resurrection. She placed the Soul 

Accumulating Immortal Jade on it and began the Divine Art ceremony of the Great Resurrection Spell. 

"Flower Sword Immortal." 

"In a while, Her Excellency, the Goddess of Life's will will descend. At that time, you can't offend Her 

Excellency." 

Zhou Zhou reminded. 

"Her Excellency the Goddess of Life?" 

Flower Sword Immortal was originally nervous about Tri-Talent Sword Immortal's resurrection and was 

immediately shocked when he heard this. 

The Goddess of Life! One of the legendary 10 Master God-Tiers! 

"He" was also a Saint-Tier existence in their Immortal Dao civilization! 

Such an existence, could even casually suppress a high-level Bloodline Race with his own strength. 

Even if "He" was still worried about the resurrection of the Tri-Talent Sword Immortal, "He" lowered his 

head and did not dare to look up at the statue of the Goddess of Life again. 

Just as "He" lowered "His" head. 

Boom!!! 

A terrifying God Spirit pressure suddenly descended. 

At this moment, a tall, dignified, yet intimate and natural female figure appeared in the depths of the 

hearts of all the living beings within a hundred kilometers. 

It was Her Excellency, the Goddess of Life! 

The Subjects of the Blazing Sun Kingdom had all seen this scene before, so they were not flustered this 

time. Instead, they looked at this goddess curiously and yearningly. 

However, no matter how they looked at it, they could not see what the Goddess of Life looked like. 



This made them understand a principle. 

God Spirits could not be looked at directly! 

… 

Carol Moeli, who was closing her eyes and chanting, suddenly opened her eyes slowly. 

"He" first glanced at Flower Sword Immortal before his gaze landed on Zhou Zhou. Then, he seemed to 

have discovered something and nodded with a smile. 

"Not bad. Looks like you've found the right path." "He" said. 

"Thank you for your guidance previously, Your Excellency." Zhou Zhou hurriedly said. 

"I was just mentioning it casually. "To be honest, I'm also surprised that you found the right path." 

"The Supreme Law… It's been a long time since I've seen a junior like you." The Goddess of Life sighed. 

Zhou Zhou felt that Her Excellency's words seemed to mean something, but he did not understand what 

Her Excellency was referring to. 

Just as he was about to mince his words carefully into a question, he saw the Goddess of Life's gaze land 

on the Soul Accumulating Immortal Jade in front of him. Then, "He" waved his hand and sprinkled an 

emerald-green divine power on the Soul Accumulating Immortal Jade. He saw a phantom being pulled 

out of thin air and landed on the Soul Accumulating Immortal Jade. Then, it gradually condensed into 

the figure of a young Sword Immortal wearing a three-colored Daoist robe. He carried the Three Swords 

of Heaven, Earth, and Man on his back and had a handsome face. 

It was the Trialent Sword Immortal—Luo Yuan! 

"Brother Luo!" 

Flower Sword Immortal could no longer control his emotions. He rushed up and pounced on "He" as 

tears rolled down, soaking the other party's clothes. 

Luo Yuan's eyebrows twitched slightly. Then, he slowly raised his eyelids, revealing a pair of blank eyes. 

"I… I'm dead, aren't I?" Luo Yuan was stunned. 

"You were indeed dead. However, His Majesty ordered me to invite the God Spirit I believe in to revive 

you." Carol Moeli stood aside and said calmly. 

At this moment, the Goddess of Life had already left. 

"He", who had just been possessed by the Goddess of Life's will, looked a little pale. Fortunately, Zhou 

Zhou had just handed "Him" a tonic for God Spirits. "He" could sense that "His" physical condition was 

rapidly recovering. 

"Thank you very much." After Luo Yuan understood the situation, he stood up to thank Zhou Zhou. 

"You don't have to thank me. Thank the person beside you." 



Zhou Zhou waved his hand and pulled Carol Moeli away, leaving only Tri-Talent Sword Immortal and 

Flower Sword Immortal staring at each other in a daze. 

… 

In a corner. 

Zhou Zhou pulled Carol Moeli here and stopped. Then, he let go of Carol Moeli's hand, which was a little 

red. 

"Your Majesty, 

"Why should we leave?" 

Carol Moeli was a little puzzled. 

"Of course it's to give the couple, who have just experienced life and death, a space to be alone." 

Zhou Zhou said. 

"Aren't the two of them men?" 

Carol Moeli asked curiously. 

It was Zhou Zhou's turn to look at her strangely. 

"Can't you tell that Flower Sword Immortal is a female Sword Immortal?" 

Carol Moeli was stunned. 

"Ah? Female Sword Immortal. I've always thought that "He" was a male Sword Immortal?" 

"He" began to doubt life. 

"She's clearly a female Sword Immortal. You actually couldn't tell." 

Zhou Zhou shook his head. 

Then, he suddenly remembered that the God Spirits of the two human empires seemed to have always 

thought that Flower Sword Immortal was a male Sword Immortal. 

It was the same for Carol Moeli. 

Zhou Zhou thought for a moment and understood why. 

It was probably because Flower Sword Immortal had used some secret technique to hide her gender, 

making the other God Spirits think that she was a male Sword Immortal. 

However, facing the extremely powerful Six Senses Chaos Human, Zhou Zhou, "He" could directly 

determine his gender from the perspective of Six Senses. Under such circumstances, the disguise mystic 

technique that he was very confident in was useless. 

The two of them chatted for a while before Flower Sword Immortal and Tri-Talent Sword Immortal 

walked over from behind. 



"Thank you, Your Majesty of the Blazing Sun, for saving my life!" 

"If Your Majesty needs anything in the future, Your Majesty can tell me directly. I, Luo Yuan, will 

definitely come no matter if it's going up a mountain of blades or going down a sea of fire!" 

Luo Yuan said seriously. 

"I've already said that you should thank the person beside you." 

Zhou Zhou waved his hand and said indifferently. 

Luo Yuan and Flower Sword Immortal looked at each other and smiled intimately. 

"Your Majesty, you saved my life, so I want to stay in Your Majesty's territory during the time Your 

Majesty, the King of Ten Thousand Kings, is active and contributing to Your Majesty's future war 

operations." 

Luo Yuan turned around and said solemnly to Zhou Zhou. 

"What about Uncle Lu?" 

Zhou Zhou was stunned before saying. 

"I've already reported it to His Majesty." 

"His Majesty agrees with me." 

Luo Yuan said. 

"That's good. Welcome, Senior." 

Zhou Zhou immediately smiled. 

As for the God Spirits who could help him, 

he naturally hoped that the more the better. 

"What about Senior Flower Sword Immortal?" 

Zhou Zhou looked at Flower Sword Immortal. 

"The King fed me so I share the worries of a King." 

"I want to return to the Divine Sword Empire to help His Majesty." 

Flower Sword Immortal shook "His" head. 

The reason why His Majesty could agree to Luo Yuan's idea was because the King of the Blazing Sun had 

saved his life. For such a favor, Luo Yuan had to stay here to repay him. This was the bottom line of a 

Sword Immortal. "He" had to abide by it. Otherwise, "He" might not be able to think straight, and it 

might even cause his Sword Dao realm to stagnate. 

"He", on the other hand, no longer had much to do with the King of the Blazing Sun, so "he" naturally 

had to return to the Divine Sword Empire. 



Zhou Zhou nodded. 

After that, Flower Sword Immortal did not stay any longer and left through the Spatial Teleportation 

Array. 

After the other party left, Zhou Zhou also lent Luo Yuan a set of Low-Tier Deity Level Intermediate Grade 

divine artifacts, making the other party stunned. 
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Zhou Zhou did not say anything else. He gathered all the God Spirits in the territory and made up for the 

lack of divine artifacts for Vicky, Feng Luo, and the other God Spirits who did not have a full set of divine 

artifacts. From there, they also had a divine artifact that matched their strength realm. 

As such… 

All the Low-Tier God Spirits in Zhou Zhou's territory who served him had divine artifacts that were 

compatible with their strength realm. 

Zhou Zhou gave one reason for replenishing their divine artifacts. 

[The divine artifact is lent to them.] 

The goal was to welcome the increasingly serious war situation in the future. 

However, if they could make contributions in the future, they could choose to buy the divine artifacts 

they lent them by consuming military merits. 

Hearing this news, all the God Spirits who had obtained the divine artifact were overjoyed. 

If a God Spirit could have a full set of divine artifacts, 

"He" would have already surpassed most God Spirits of the same level. 

And now, His Majesty has given them this opportunity. 

He had to grasp it! 

Then, Zhou Zhou called Wu Tu over and asked him about the Scarlet Forces that wanted to deal with 

him. 

"Your Majesty." 

"Currently, the three Empire-level Scarlet Legions and the 40 Kingdom-level Scarlet Monster Army are 

scattered everywhere to gather troops." 

"The other party seems to have heard of our reputation. If they don't gather enough troops to make 

them confident in sending troops in the short term, I'm afraid they won't easily lead troops to attack." 

Wu Tu said respectfully. 

"Keep an eye on them." 

Zhou Zhou pondered for a few seconds and said. 
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In addition to the three Empire-level Scarlet Legions and the 40 Kingdom-level Scarlet Legions, it was 

impossible to gather two billion troops in a short period of time no matter how much they raised. 

As long as they mobilized no more than two billion troops, did not have any powerful war machines, or 

did not invite the True God-Tier to descend or other external forces, they were nothing to Zhou Zhou. 

Zhou Zhou was also cautious, so he asked Wu Tu to continue paying attention to them. 

Otherwise, other Lords would probably not pay attention to them now. 

Then, Zhou Zhou and Wu Tu chatted for a while before Wu Tu left. 

After Wu Tu left, Zhou Zhou also walked out of the Advance Grade Lord's Paradise and looked at the 

building in front of him. 

The next second, four trillion units of basic materials, 5,000 Extraordinary-Tier Mist Cores, one million 

Origin Crystals, 20 million units of basic Elemental Gems, 30 million units of high-level Elemental Gems, 

and 10 Extraordinary-Tier Territory Tokens disappeared. 

BOOM! 

A golden light immediately enveloped the entire Advance Grade Lord's Paradise. 

A moment later… 

The golden light dissipated. 

The Advance Grade Lord's Paradise that was clearly much larger and decorated with a more luxurious 

and dignified Style appeared in front of Zhou Zhou. 

A text notification appeared. 

[Congratulations, your Advance Grade Lord's Paradise has been upgraded to an Extraordinary-Tier 

Advance Grade building!] 

[Your territory has been upgraded to Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade!] 

[Your Extraordinary-Tier Intermediate Grade Five Elements Amplification Array has been upgraded to 

the Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade Five Elements Amplification Array.] 

[Territory Token Endurance increased to: 10 billion / 10 billion!] 

[Your territory has expanded to 500,000 km×500,000 km×100,000m!] 

[All fog monsters within the territory of the new territory have been expelled!] 

[Scarlet Fog will not appear in any of your territories!] 

[You have received an upgrade reward: Basic Building Blueprint Treasure Chest (Extraordinary-Tier 

Advance Grade)!] 

[Lord Talent Notification: The upper limit of the enemy Lord's power that you can induce Incite 

Defection has been increased to High-Tier Deity-level Intermediate Grade!] 



[Lord Talent Hint: Your Monster Ranches can be upgraded!] 

[Lord Talent Hint: Your Mysterious Caravan faction has increased!] 

[Lord Talent Hint: The strength of the clergy in your Goddess of Life's shelter has increased!] 

"I've finally advanced to the Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade territory." 

A smile appeared on Zhou Zhou's face. 

He could not help but sigh when he thought of the 30 million high-level Elemental Gems needed to 

upgrade. 

A total of 16 kingdoms' high-level Elemental Gem resources, coupled with the remaining high-level 

Elemental Gem resources, were needed to gather the number of high-level Elemental Gems needed for 

this upgrade. 

He wondered how far his upgrade requirements would develop in the future. 

Thinking of this, he suddenly opened the next requirement to upgrade his territory nervously. 

Then, his expression turned bitter. 

[Construction Upgrade: one trillion units of wood, one trillion units of fine sand, one trillion units of 

metal, one trillion units of stone, 5,000 Extraordinary-Tier Mist Core, 1,000,000 Origin Crystals, 10 

million units of basic Elemental Gems, 10 million units of Thunder Elemental Gems, 10 million units of 

Life Elemental Gems, 10 million units of Death Elemental Gems, 10 Extraordinary-Tier cities, 100 

Extraordinary-Tier Lifestyle Professionals, 10,000 Extraordinary-Tier Military Professionals, 10 

Extraordinary-Tier Territory Tokens!] 

Zhou Zhou looked at the upgrade request 

"I can satisfy the quantity of basic materials, Mist Cores, Origin Crystals, Basic Elemental Gems, Thunder 

Elemental Gems, Lifestyle Professionals, and Military Professionals." 

"However, isn't the number of Life Elemental Gems and Death Elemental Gems required too high?" 

He could not help but complain. 

Then, he looked at the number of Life Elemental Gems and Death Elemental Gems in his King's Treasure 

Box. 

He still had more than one million Life Elemental Gems and more than two million Death Elemental 

Gems after leveling up. 

As for the Thunder Elemental Gems, which were also high-level Elemental Gems, they were also one of 

the loots of the Violent Storm Demon Spirit and were produced in large quantities through the Monster 

Ranch every day. Therefore, these Thunder Elemental Gems were an endless mineral to Zhou Zhou, so 

he had never worried about them. 

"If only I still had the mineral source of the Life Elemental Gem and the Death Elemental Gem." 

Zhou Zhou thought regretfully. 



However, such things depended on luck. It was not something he could have just because he wanted it. 

For example, the Lords of the Star Alliance under his command. 

They would bring a new batch of fog monsters over every day and let Zhou Zhou's subordinates check if 

there were any Loots worth high value among the loots dropped by these new monsters. This way, they 

could be placed in the Monster Ranch to be nurtured. 

This was how the Mechanical Fear Falcon and the Iron-Eating Bear came about. 

It was a pity that during this period of time, while the loots dropped from the new fog monsters they 

sent over were varied, which had no lack of Elementary, Intermediate Grade, and even Advance Grade 

soldier types, this was naturally nothing to Zhou Zhou, who had the special soldier type—King Of Yellow 

Gold and the Kingdom-level Violent Storm Spirit. 

The only time the most valuable Loots appeared was a special soldier type Class Change Certificate, 

special soldier type recruitment books, and some drops needed by other special soldier types called the 

Mammoth Halberd Soldiers. 

Wu Xin reported these Loots to Zhou Zhou as soon as they appeared. 

After Zhou Zhou found out, he immediately came over to understand the professional characteristics of 

this Mammoth Halberd Soldier. 
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In the end, Zhou Zhou realized regretfully that this special soldier type called the Mammoth Halberd 

Soldiers actually overlapped with the characteristics of the Yellow Gold King Class Class, which was also 

a special soldier type. 

They were all melee soldier type Class and were good at close combat. Their defense was extremely 

strong. 

If he had to squeeze out a few points of difference, iit could only be said that the Mammoth Halberd 

Soldiers were more in line with the concepts of 'land tank' and 'charge heavy tank'. 

They had strength but not agility. 

As for the King Of Yellow Gold, even though they were slightly inferior to the Mammoth Halberd Soldiers 

in terms of defense and strength, they were better at land, sea, and aerial combat, without any 

shortcomings on the battlefield. 

Especially in aerial combat. 

The King Of Yellow Gold could fly into the sky and block the attacks of the enemies from the sky, thereby 

protecting the Violent Storm Spirit Mages behind them in a more comprehensive manner. 

As for the Mammoth Halberd Soldiers, they could not fly. 

They could not could not make up for their lack of agility even if they had the wings of the Fear Falcon 

on them. 
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This was undoubtedly very fatal! 

This was because in Zhou Zhou's current thoughts, close-combat soldier types were to be meat shields 

for the Violent Storm Spirit to successfully cast spells. 

His Violent Storm Spirit was the main firepower that determined the outcome of the battlefield after all. 

Zhou Zhou might only adjust their roles if his melee soldier type's battlefield performance could surpass 

mages like the Violent Storm Spirit. 

Therefore, after understanding the class characteristics of the Mammoth Halberd Soldiers, Zhou Zhou 

decided to imprison the fog monsters that dropped the Class Change Certificate and recruitment books 

for collection. 

As for the Monster Ranch, King Of Yellow Gold would continue to occupy it. 

It could be seen from this that he really had to rely on luck if he wanted to find the required monster 

Loots in the vast fog monsters. 

However, Zhou Zhou was not in a hurry. 

He could take his time since he was very patient. 

Speaking of which, other than the Life Elemental Gem and the Death Elemental Gem that troubled Zhou 

Zhou, the other two requirements, 50 Extraordinary-Tier Territory Tokens and the upgrade of the 

Kingdom to an Intermediate Kingdom, were nothing to him. 

Bai Yun had taken down 16 people of foreign race kingdoms in a day. These 16 kingdoms alone provided 

24 Extraordinary-Tier Territory Tokens. 

He had just used 10 pieces, so he still had 14 pieces left. 

He still needed 36 more. 

"At this rate, two more Operation Sixteen Kings will do." 

Zhou Zhou thought. 

There were not many things in the High Continent, just a lot of countries. 

He could just attack the Crimson Kingdom if he was worried that he would cause trouble. 

There was no need for a reason for the Lords of all races to attack the Scarlet Lords. 

"Coincidentally, there is only the condition of 'conquering two Beginner Kingdoms that are not under 

the Crimson Overlord's command (0/2)' that has not been fulfilled among the conditions for my 

Beginner Kingdom to advance to an Intermediate Kingdom." 

"When my kingdom is upgraded to an Intermediate Kingdom, my territory can also be directly upgraded 

to Epic-Tier Elementary Grade." 

"Killing two birds with one stone." 

Zhou Zhou thought. 



Then, he came to the Gate of Summoning and spent 200 billion units of basic materials and 5,000 

Extraordinary-Tier Mist Cores to upgrade it to Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade. 

A text notification appeared. 

[Congratulations, your Gate of Summoning has been upgraded to an Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade 

building!] 

[You can summon +700 Subjects every day!] 

[You will definitely summon 500 Professionals every day among the Subjects!] 

[Prompt: Under the influence of the unique title of the race, Glory of the Pioneer VI, you can summon 

18,800 Subjects a day!] 

[You will definitely summon 507 Professionals every day among the Subjects!] 

Zhou Zhou's expression did not change after reading it. 

After the Gate of Summoning was upgraded to Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade, the number of Basic 

Summoning Subjects had reached a total of 2,800! 

After being enhanced by the Glory of the Pioneer VI, it directly doubled to 18,800 people! 

However, even though there were almost 20,000 Subjects, this number was still not even a fraction of 

the number of Subjects attracted by the Beauty talent. Naturally, he was not excited. 

Still… 

It was better than nothing. 

Then, he looked at the upgrade requirements for the Gate of Summoning. 

[Construction Upgrade: 100 billion units of wood, 100 billion units of fine sand, 100 billion units of 

metal, 100 billion units of stone, 100,000 Extraordinary-Tier Mist Cores, Territory Level upgraded to 

Epic-Tier Elementary Grade!] 

Zhou Zhou took a look and turned to leave, returning to the Advance Grade Lord's Paradise. At the same 

time, he asked Aliya to call Mu Gu, Zheng Fugui, and Carol Moeli over. 

A moment later… 

In a study room. 

The three of them came in front of Zhou Zhou. 

"Greetings, Your Majesty!" 

Mu Gu and the others said respectfully. 

"Same old rules. Tell me about your respective improvements." 

Zhou Zhou said directly. 

Mu Gu was the first to stand up out of habit. 



"Your Majesty, my current strength is already that of an Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade rancher." 

"I already have a total of 15,000 Monster Shepherds under my command." 

"In addition, the number of monster ranches in my Ranchland Continent has also increased from 600 to 

700 today!" 

"Moreover, the maximum capacity of each Monster Ranch has increased from 600,000 to 700,000 and 

the total area of my ranch continent has increased from more than a million square kilometers to more 

than 1.5 million square kilometers." Mu Gu reported. 

Zhou Zhou smiled and nodded. 

It had to be said that every increase in the level of the Monster Ranch would bring a huge increase in 

strength to his territory. 

490 million fog monsters would be appearing in Mu Gu's 700 Monster Ranches tomorrow. 

With so many fog monsters and the enhancement of his King of Loots, the production of the Monster 

Ranches would reach an astonishing level tomorrow! 

The more he thought about it, the more obvious the smile on Zhou Zhou's face became. He was even 

looking forward to tomorrow. 

"The 100 new Monster Ranches will all be used to nurture the Violent Storm Demon Spirits." 

Zhou Zhou pondered for a few seconds and said. 

The last 100 Monster Ranch spots were all given to the King Of Yellow Gold. 

This time, he would give it to the Violent Storm Spirit. 

The Violent Storm Spirit was his true main force and confidence in starting a war after all! 

"Yes, Your Majesty!" 

Mu Gu said respectfully. 

Then, he retreated to the three of them. 

Zheng Fugui slowly stood up. 

"Your Majesty, the number of our Mysterious Merchant has increased from 80,000 to 100,000!" 

"The number of carriages transporting goods has also increased to 50,000!" 

"In addition, the strength of all our Mysterious Merchant has also increased to Extraordinary-Tier 

Advance Grade." 

"The internal space of each Mysterious Merchant's mysterious business ring has also increased from the 

original two million cubic meters to three million cubic meters!" 

Zheng Fugui said with a smile. 

Zhou Zhou acknowledged. 



Finally, it was Carol Moeli's turn. 

At this moment, she had already recovered from the Great Resurrection Spell ceremony. Her face had 

regained its rosy color, and she looked holy and stunning. 

"Your Majesty, The Shelter of the Goddess of Life has also been upgraded to the Extraordinary-Tier 

Advance Grade." 

"Currently, The Shelter of the Goddess of Life has a total of 15 million clergymen, 15 million priests, 15 

million nuns, and 15,000 Life Paladins." 

"And my strength has also jumped to the Mid-Tier Deity-level Intermediate Grade!" Carol Moeli said. 

Zhou Zhou acknowledged. Even though the God Spirits in his territory already had High-Tier Deity-level 

existences, Carol Moeli would definitely not be able to revive with her current strength if such an 

existence died. 

However, there was no choice. He could only take things slow. 
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Chapter 779: Two Great Empire-Tier Soldier Types Of The Human Race! 

"What a pity." 

"The Small Resurrection Spell can't revive a God Spirit that has just died." 

"Otherwise, I wouldn't have to worry about the death of a High-Tier Deity-level." 

Zhou Zhou sighed inwardly. 

This was something Carol Moeli had told him immediately when she advanced to a God Spirit. 

The Small Resurrection Spell could only revive ordinary life forms below the God Spirit Realm. 

Once a lifeform reached the God Spirit Realm, "His" ordinary body was turned into a divine body formed 

by divine power. 

The Small Resurrection Spell was helpless against such a divine body. He could only rely on the Great 

Resurrection Spell to revive. 

… 

A moment later… 

On a vast drill ground. 

Zhou Zhou stood on the high platform and looked at Bai Yun and the 99,999 elite soldiers behind her. 

689 Legendary-Tier soldiers from the various armies of the Blazing Sun Kingdom stood right at the front 

of these elite soldiers! 

The remaining 90,000-odd soldiers were Epic-Tier soldiers. 

Zhou Zhou nodded in his heart. 
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He did not waste his breath and led all the soldiers out. They entered the Spatial Teleportation Array 

and headed for the Knight Empire. Then, they turned into other Spatial Teleportation Arrays and headed 

for the Green Bronze Mausoleum. 

… 

Black Dragon Mountain Range. 

This was a huge mountain range winding for more than 5,000 kilometers. 

Its form was like an Eastern black divine dragon lying on the vast ground. 

One could not help but exclaim at nature's uncanny workmanship. 

At this moment, Zhou Zhou and the others were at the core of the mountain range, looking at a squarish 

pit on the ground. 

The pit was deep and quiet. Just looking at it made one's blood run cold. 

A strange glint flashed across Zhou Zhou's eyes. 

He did not know if it was an illusion but he seemed to hear a low and powerful dragon roar from it. 

There were some soldiers from the Knight Empire guarding around Zhou Zhou and the others. 

At this moment… 

A man wearing the armor of a general of the Knight Empire walked towards Zhou Zhou. 

His strength was at the Epic-Tier. He had a square face and a friendly smile. 

"You're the famous Emperor of The Blazing Sun, right?" 

"My name is Bai Chen. I'm in charge of guarding this place." 

"Temple Lord Bai He has already conveyed 'His' orders to me. From now on, this Green Bronze 

Mausoleum will belong to you, Your Majesty of the Blazing Sun." 

"If you didn't bring any soldiers specially to be stationed this time, I can help you continue to be 

stationed for a while until you send the soldiers in charge of guarding over. At that time, we can officially 

change hands and I can go back to report." 

"I really didn't bring any soldiers in charge of guarding this time." 

"I'm afraid I'll have to trouble General Bai for a while more." 

Zhou Zhou also said politely. 

"It's no trouble at all." 

"This is the deepest part of the Black Dragon Mountain Range. The most dangerous fog monsters have 

long been eliminated by our Knight Temple. What trouble would there be other than just standing 

around guarding it?" Bai Chen smiled. 

He clicked his tongue in wonder. 



In just a few words, he was already certain that the other party was not a young and frivolous person. 

To a young man who could make such a name and status at such a young age, it was unbelievable that 

Zhou Zhou could have such a calm temperament. 

Heroes came from young people. 

He sighed. 

"General Bai, has anything happened to this Green Bronze Mausoleum recently?" 

Zhou Zhou pointed at the cave below. 

"No." Bai Chen shook his head and took the initiative to say, "Your Majesty of the Blazing Sun, this is 

your first time here. Let me bring you around to take a look." 

"Sure." Zhou Zhou acknowledged. 

Then, he called Bai Yun and the other soldiers and asked them to follow behind him. Then, the two of 

them walked into the cave one after another while the others followed closely behind. 

As the two of them walked, Bai Chen asked, "How much does Your Majesty know about this Green 

Bronze Mausoleum?" 

"I'm ashamed. I only asked about the requirements to enter the Green Bronze Mausoleum before 

coming. I didn't ask further." 

Zhou Zhou said. 

"Haha, that's enough. The others are insignificant." Bai Chen smiled and said. 

"This Green Bronze Mausoleum is a tomb accidentally discovered by an expert of our human race, Zou 

Rong, when he went deep into the Black Dragon Mountain Range to train." 

"He sold this place to us because he's not a Lord and the Green Bronze Mausoleum can only be opened 

by Lords." 

"Our human race has been in charge of this Green Bronze Mausoleum for more than 2,000 years." 

"In the past 2,000 years, this Green Bronze Mausoleum has provided 26 special soldier types to our 

human race. It can be considered a great contribution." He sighed. 

"Pretty good." 

Zhou Zhou nodded. 

"Actually, it's only so-so." Bai Chen shook his head. "Even though special soldier types are precious, our 

human race is not so short of them." 

"What our human race lacks are Kingdom-level soldiers and even Empire-level soldiers!" 

"Especially Empire-level soldier types." 

"As long as we humans have Empire-level soldier types, our strength will increase significantly." 



"Otherwise, even Kingdom-level soldier types won't increase the strength of our human race much." 

"Are there very few Empire-level soldier types in our human race?" 

Zhou Zhou asked curiously. 

"Yes, very very few!" 

"Our human race only has two Empire-level soldier types!" 

"They are the Army Extermination Knights nurtured by the Knight Temple of our Knight Empire." 

"The other is the Fire Dragon Sword Immortal from the Divine Sword Empire's Fire Dragon Army." 

"Moreover, it's extremely difficult to nurture these two Empire-level soldier types." 

"There are two difficulties in nurturing an Army Extermination Knight: One is that an Army 

Extermination Knight needs to pile up a large amount of resources to create an Army Extermination 

Knight." 

"The second is: Due to their special constitution, the Army Extermination Knight can only be an elite of 

our human race, the Virtuous Titan Race." 

"However, the Virtuous Titan Race is only a small branch of the human race with a population of about 

100 million. Even if our human race helps it reproduce with all our might, they won't be able to produce 

a new population every year, let alone hire them to build an Army Extermination Knight Legion." 

"As for Fire Dragon Sword Immortal, the requirements are even higher." 

"It has three specific requirements:" 

"The first requirement is: Require the Fire Dragon Sword Immortal to have a fire-elemental Heavenly 

Spirit Root!" 

"The second requirement is: The Fire Dragon Sword Immortal has to have at least one personal talent in 

the Sword Dao!" 

"The third and most difficult request: The Fire Dragon Sword Immortal has to possess the Sword Dao 

Heart." 

Bai Chen shook his head at the end. 

With the huge population of the human race, he could actually find some suitable talents for the first 

two requirements. 

However, the third Sword Dao Heart required such a talent to have the temperament and will that only 

true sword cultivators had! 

With such a will, the rarity of the owner of the Sword Dao Heart was almost equivalent to a genius with 

the aptitude to become a God. 

With the combination of the three, the Fire Dragon Sword Immortal was even rarer than the Army 

Extermination Knight. 



Zhou Zhou clicked his tongue. 

He did not expect requirements to become a Fire Dragon Sword Immortal to be so ridiculously high. 
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After walking for a full 15 minutes, the two of them finally arrived at a green bronze door. 

Zhou Zhou looked at the door which was two to three thousand meters tall and more than a thousand 

meters wide. 

Its main color was bronze-green, but in the middle of the door was a black dragon that looked like an 

Eastern dragon. 

The Black Dragon looked into the distance. Even though its face was dignified, it carried an obvious 

ferocious anger, as if it was angry at someone. 

"It's said that Legendary-Tier is a Grand Unity Golden Immortal Realm black dragon from the Immortal 

World. Later, it died on the High Continent for some reason. Then, its dragon body turned into this Black 

Dragon Mountain Range after its death." 

"However, we've already sent people to investigate this Black Dragon Mountain Range from beginning 

to end. We realized that it's only a normal mountain range and is nothing special from the other 

mountain ranges." 

Bai Chen looked at the black dragon carving and said. 

Zhou Zhou nodded and placed his hand in a circular and ancient groove in the middle of the Black 

Dragon Stone Gate. 

Then, he felt a slight pain in his hand. A drop of blood flowed out and was absorbed by the Black Dragon 

Stone Gate. 

Then, lines of notifications in black text slowly appeared in front of him. 

[Green Bronze Mausoleum Hint One: Detected that you have the status of an official Lord and the 

qualifications to enter the Green Bronze Mausoleum.] 

[Green Bronze Mausoleum Hint Two: You can bring 100,000 soldiers into the Green Bronze Mausoleum 

together.] 

[Prompt: The strength of the 100,000 Green Bronze Knights and one Green Bronze General in the Green 

Bronze Mausoleum will be determined by the strength of you and the soldiers you lead.] 

[Do you want to enter the Green Bronze Mausoleum?] 

Zhou Zhou did not confirm immediately. Instead, he looked at Bai Chen. 

"There's no time to lose. I'll bring the soldiers into the Green Bronze Mausoleum first." He said. 

"I'll bring troops to guard the vicinity." Bai Chen said. 
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The Green Bronze Mausoleum was not dangerous, so he was not worried that His Majesty, the King of 

the Blazing Sun, would encounter any danger. 

Zhou Zhou nodded and did not waste any more time. After choosing Bai Yun and the other 100,000 

soldiers in his heart, he saw them emit a faint Green Bronze light. Then, they disappeared from the spot. 

"I hope this King of the Blazing Sun can drop the Green Bronze Book at once." 

Bai Chen looked at the spot where Zhou Zhou had disappeared and sighed. 

If he could not drop the Green Bronze Book at once, he could only wait for the next Green Bronze 

Mausoleum to open, which would be 10 years later. 

… 

Inside the Green Bronze Mausoleum. 

After Zhou Zhou and the others entered, they realized that they were in a long corridor. 

This corridor was completely made of bronze, and bronze lamps that emitted the light of candlelight 

hung on the wall. 

Under the illumination of the light, Zhou Zhou and the others saw ancient and bloody murals engraved 

on the bronze on both sides of the corridor. 

Zhou Zhou walked over and looked at the murals. After looking at them for a while, he even touched the 

content of the murals. 

The moment he touched the mural, his eyes suddenly emitted invisible time fluctuations. 

His eyes became ancient, as if he had witnessed the changes in the world. 

Eye of Time… 

Activate! 

The next second, an illusory image that only Zhou Zhou could see appeared in his eyes. 

… 

A huge shocking black dragon that meandered for thousands of miles descended from the sky and 

arrived on the High Continent. 

Behind "Him" was a huge white creature with a dog head, a human body, and wings on its back. 

After the two of them came to the High Continent, they each established an Empire after many years of 

development. 

The Black Dragon Empire was called the Dragon Qin Empire! 

As for the huge white creature with a dog head, a human body, and wings on its back, it established the 

Canine Sealing Empire! 



The two empires had been fighting openly and covertly for many years, but there had never been a 

victor. 

Later on, the Dragon Qin Empire had gathered enough resources to advance to the Dragon Qin Divine 

Kingdom! 

The Lord of the Canine Sealing Empire discovered the other party's plan. Therefore, he used the spy 

lying in ambush in the Dragon Qin Empire to destroy the other party's Divine Kingdom promotion 

ceremony. 

The Lord of the Dragon Qin Empire was severely injured on the spot and died not long after. 

Even though the Lord of the Canine Sealing Empire had achieved his goal, they did not expect that the 

Dragon Qin Empire, which had lost its Lord, would counterattack crazily. Coupled with it encouraging the 

other surrounding empires, the Lord of the Canine Sealing Empire and the Canine Sealing Empire had 

actually perished on the High Continent first. 

Not long after, the Dragon Qin Empire, which had lost the protection of the Black Dragon, was destroyed 

by the joint attack of hundreds of surrounding Kingdom-level Lord factions. 

Later on, the descendants of the Dragon Qin Empire scattered everywhere with the inheritance of the 

Dragon Qin Empire. This Green Bronze Mausoleum was one of the Empire's inheritances left behind by 

the Dragon Qin Empire. 

"So this is the origin of the Green Bronze Mausoleum." 

Zhou Zhou's Eye of Time gradually returned to normal. 

He touched his eyes, not expecting this personal talent of an archeologist to work at this time. 

He did not mind and led Bai Yun and the other 100,000 soldiers to the end of the corridor. 

The soldiers present were either at the Epic-Tier or the Legendary-Tier. Therefore, they were naturally 

extremely fast. After a while, they arrived at the end of the corridor. 

At the end of the corridor was a flat Green Bronze-Tier land. 

The ground was made of ancient Green Bronze and was carved with mountains, rivers, and mithril 

adamantine as river rocks. It looked magnificent and dignified. 

At the top of the sky, there were also arranged star meteors that emitted faint starlight. It was as if 

there were stars filling the sky suppressing the Green Bronze Mausoleum. 

Zhou Zhou also saw their opponents on this trip. 

They were Green Bronze soldiers made entirely of ancient bronze. They wore standard armor and held 

all kinds of soldier type weapons. 

Some of them were even riding green bronze ferocious beasts, some were driving bronze carriages, 

some were holding array discs, and there were even Qi Practitioners riding flying swords… 



In front of them was an existence more than 100 meters tall. It was wearing black general armor and 

had dragon horns on its head and a black dragon tail on its tail bone. 

Zhou Zhou looked at him. 

A text notification appeared. 

[Name: Green Bronze General—Bai Ling] 

[Strength Level: Legendary-Tier Advance Grade] 

[Introduction: The general guarding the Green Bronze Mausoleum. He was one of the trusted 

subordinates of the Black Dragon Emperor when he was alive. After his death, he led 100,000 Green 

Bronze Knights to protect this place day after day, year after year, waiting for their Black Dragon 

Emperor to be reborn.] 

[Loots Drop Rate: 20 Legendary-Tier Mist Cores (Drop Rate: 100%), One Legendary-Tier Advance Grade 

Black Dragon Bloodline Armor (Drop Rate: 1%), One Legendary-Tier Advance Grade Army Formation Skill 

Book, Ten-Directional Invincible Army Formation, One Special Grade Treasure, Green Bronze Book (Drop 

Rate: 0.1%), One Special Building Blueprint, Black Dragon Blood Pool (Drop Rate: 0.01%), One Mid-Tier 

Deity-level Advance Grade Black Dragon Remnant Soul (Drop Rate: 0%)] 

… 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows slightly when he saw the other party's loot drop rate list. 

There was nothing worth noting about the other Loots. 

What the hell was this Mid-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade Black Dragon Remnant Soul? 

"Could there be an accident?" 

Zhou Zhou muttered in his heart. 

However, he had many trump cards in his hands, so he was not afraid of accidents. 

He would bring everyone out of this place through his Return To The City Lord Talent if all else failed. 

He had already tested it when he first entered. 

This Green Bronze Mausoleum could not restrict him from using his "Return To The City" Lord Talent. 


